q win: SEPTEMBER STYLE
CHRISTIAN PAUL
Make time for life’s small luxuries with Christian Paul Sydney
The Christian Paul Bondi Marble watch stands as the leading pioneer in watch design, distinguished by its unique style and striking
demeanour. This timepiece was worn by Selena Gomez herself and
continues to stand as the watch of choice of many influential people!
Features include a Rose Gold case, a quality Peach Italian leather band,
Rose Gold hands/index and our unique and exclusive Marble marble face
now in enamel.
It makes the perfect timeless addition to your own collection, or an
unforgettable gift for someone special.
Sydney born designer Timothy Caruana initiated the offset of the Christian
Paul fashion brand. Inspired by the birth of his son, the brand is tied to
a heart-warming legacy that has come to shape the story behind our
evolution. Even the logo reflects such sentiments, illustrating the time of
11.25am when Christian Paul was born- this therefore, is Christian Paul
time.
For more information, go to: www.christianpaul.com.au or find them on
Facebook at Christian Paul Watches.
We have one amazing watch - valued at $199.00 - to win this month,
email getfree@qmagazine.com.au with Christian Paul in the subject line
to win.
CHANGING THE WAY YOU THINK ABOUT WATCHES
Christian Paul Watches Sydney; an inherited pattern of innovation, a fusion
of tradition and progression and a vision that has forever changed the way
a watch is sold and purchased. Christian Paul’s strength resides in our
signature identity- a bold prowess- the unique ability to create timepieces
that are both minimalist yet attractive.
The craftsmanship behind the design and innovation lies in Sydney born designer, Timothy Caruana. The culmination of each piece
is attributed exclusively to the culture, colour and landscapes that Sydney has to offer, each with a series of unique features that
make it a true rarity.
From the distinctive collections to the introduction of interchangeable straps, the synergy that exists in each design has allowed for
breakthrough creations in functionality and versatility, and has fostered revolutionary developments in individualised creations. This
is where limitless luxury was born, enabling you, the customer to create your own Christian Paul style, where the possibilities for
innovation are only limited by the depth of your imagination!
As a pioneer of innovative movements, Timothy strives to provide a timepiece that aligns with contemporary desires yet is forever
wearable- an incredible commitment to provide ground breaking composites that can both encapsulate modern trends and evolve
with the dynamic world of global fashion.
* All prizes are open to everyone, except those which specifically state you must be over 18 to enter. Entries close on the final day of each
calendar month with the prize draw taking place at 5pm the following day at Apt. 1, 13 Rae Street. Chadstone VIC 3184. Names and addresses
of people winning prizes valued at or over $250 ONLY will be published in the following issue of QMagazine.
All monthly winners are notified by email.

